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Wildlife Tracks and Sign
There are so many great books on tracking wildlife. You may even find one written just for your
area. A great guide I put in my bag is the updated Peterson Field Guide to Animal Tracks by
Olaus Murie and Mark Elbroch. I also have iTracks app. Downloaded on my iphone created by
Jonah Evans. I’ve been lucky to share some dirt time with Jonah he is a really good tracker.
Mark Elbroch has written some incredible tracking books that have really set the standard. The
following is some pictures and stories from adventures in the woods.
*A note about Mark Elbroch went to Africa and was evaluated received a Senior Tracker rating.
He is currently doing wildlife tracker evaluations. I’ve never been able to attend. I hope I can
someday. Check out wildlifetrackers.com. Jonah Evans is rated also his website is
naturetracking.com. I like to promote incredible trackers. Tracking must continue on. Guys like
Elbroch are identifying different mice species, that’s so awesome. Details, details, details,
tracking can be so addictive.
Tracks measurements have ranges so everything I put down below is approximate. You have
young, some bigger smaller, but the key is looking at the foot morphology. Details draw tracks.
Start with nice clear prints and then find the partial prints. I can usually identify coyote tracks
just by the two inner digit claw marks. Then again I’ve hunted, trapped and am fascinated by
coyotes. Same with deer for me, I can throw a rock and hit deer tracks.(ha ha)I’ve never hunted
deer from using feeders and licks, just tree stands and stalking. The more you know about the
animal’s behavior and habit interactions, the easier it is to find track and sign.

Cat Family
Tracking wild cats is challenging. They tend to be very elusive like ghost in the forest. It took me
several years before I spotted a bobcat in the wild. I am still working on spotting my first
cougar. I have friends that have had more than a few encounters with cougars in Montana. Be
sure to research and understand what to do and what the risk on when encountering a cougar.
Cougar attacks have become more frequent in some areas. They typically recommend when
traveling through cougar country to put smaller children in the middle of your group and when
confronted to open your jacket, put your arms over your head and make yourself look bigger. If
attacked fight back. Do your research though and park to the local Game Warden or Park
Ranger they will always be able to give you the best information for the area you’re camping or
tracking in.
Bobcats as well as Cougars like to hunt in areas where they can stalk and pounce on their prey.
Overhand, ledges, rocky areas will attract these wild cats. When they travel they tend to stay
off roads (sometimes), and use trails. Staying hidden gives them opportunity for hunting. They
will also use the wind to their advantage when hunting, moving into the wind. Like most cats
they will avoid mud and wet areas which can make finding good tracks difficult.
Bobcat
Bobcats have four toes, no claws, presence of a lead toe, a wide sometimes showing up a a
double lobe at the top of the heel next to the toes. The bottom of the heel will show three
lobes. This will help you identify rights from lefts and size will help you identify front from rear
tracks. In the first picture you can see both the front and rear right tracks. In the second picture
can you find the bobcat track? Where is the lead toe?

The gaits that bobcats use can vary depending on the activity. I haven’t seen any bobcats trot,
but I’m sure they can. It’s been common for me to find them in a under step walk, a walk, or an
overstep walk. In the next picture taken at Monahan’s Sandhills State Park, Texas. In the
picture you can see the transverse lope used by a bobcat moving through the sandy hills. We
followed this bobcat for a few miles staying pretty consistent in movement, slowing down in
brushy area to hunt and then resuming this gait.

Cougar
One of my goals is I would love to see a cougar killsite as well as spot a cougar in the wild. The
first photo is of a cougar track. (toes at bottom of photo) This was a large cat. We found this in
Idaho while wolf tracking. Normally I said cougars will stay off roads especially in area with large
wolf packs using the roads. This picture was taken in an area with no wolf activity. The cougar
walked the road for a few miles. I was lucky to get to see several thousand cougar tracks in a
row. The second picture show the walking gait of a cougar coming up from the water crossing
the beach area,

Dog Family
Members of the dog family include domestic and feral dogs, foxes, coyotes, and wolves. I try to
think of them as small, medium and large. Dogs are social animals and will live in paired up or in
extended families such as northern Coyotes and Wolves. The coyote and fox are well adapted
to living in suburban and urban environments. Feral dogs will scavenge from backyards, dumps,
and any place they can meet their needs. Coyotes will do the same and hunt rabbits, mice and
anything else they can catch. A few years ago Dallas brought in a professional trapper to reduce
the urban coyote population around White Rock Lake. One of the coyotes he removed from the
area weighed 90 pounds. That’s a well fed coyote.

Track of a domestic dog, working SAR K9.

Gray Fox
I have so many stories dealing gray foxes. I believe that stories give people a way of not only
remembering but understanding. The word still has power to captivate us and hold our
imagination. So a quick story about the fox that was told to me.
Many years ago a Crow watched over the Fox. The Fox being smaller than all the other
member of the Dog Nation was left hunting and stealing only what coyote and wolf didn’t want.
The Fox was content though and left some of his food for Crow. Crow wanting to repay the
kindness flew to the Creator. The Creator told crow give this to your friend the Fox. The Creator
gave Crow some Cat Medicine to help the Fox deal with his older brothers. That is why the Fox
has semi-retractable claws and can climb trees.
Some versions of the story having Crow steal the medicine from Cat. What the story will
hopefully do as it did for me is remind me when tracking a Grey Fox that their track and trails
are cat-like. Sometimes you will see claws in the tracks, sometimes you won’t. In the picture
below you’ll see the claws in this grey foxes track.

The Kit Fox and Swift Fox are somewhat similar in size and characteristics but differ In habitat,
appearance and behavior.

Red Fox

This is a really interesting picture. I’m not sure if
this is my picture or my friend Nathan’s. Nathan Kempton found this track of a Red Fox it was
heavily aged and filled with debris from Juniper trees. In most of the areas I track I don’t track
much Red Fox. I’ve probably even miss identified some of the tracks, but I’m not sure. I’ve only
seen a few in my entire life. I know you are supposed to see the distinctive bar in the heel pad. I
know that Red Foxes are not native to North America. They were brought over by English
settlers so they could continue the tradition of fox hunting. Remember the Grey Fox story. Well

the foxes here would evade the hounds of the hunters by climbing trees which wasn’t the sport
the English wanted so the imported Red Foxes. Now they are living throughout North America.
Coyote
Wiley E Coyote: Super Genius. The cartoon character always got all the coolest stuff from
ACME but never did get the Roadrunner. Coyotes are able to adapt to its environment and
situation. I can’t remember the first time I saw a coyote. They are so much a part of my life.
Going camping as a boy growing up in Missouri the coyotes would sign the nightly songs. They
would keep you company. Coyotes are different across North America. Northeastern coyotes
tend to pack up and take down deer whereas coyotes in Texas pair up and hunt rabbits, mice,
and will eat fruit and grasshoppers, just about anything. Coyotes in the northeast have to deal
with wolf packs. Urban coyotes act differently than coyotes in farm country or wilderness.
In the picture below and left the top track is the hind print. The bottom track is the front print.
This makes the gait a overstep. Careful study of the tracks will help you tell the difference
between the different wild dogs and domestic or feral dogs. The other picture on the right
shows the coyote tracks as they flowed down the muddy dirt road.

The two picture below show coyote tracks.

Wolf
The haunting howl of the wolf is something I will never forget. Wolves were in the lower 48
states but have made an incredible comeback in areas where they have been reintroduced like
in Idaho and Yellowstone National Park. Wolves have never left some places like Montana.
Wolves have come into conflict with ranchers and land management officials have started to
allow limited hunting again in Idaho. The wolf pack is a social extended family which has been
studied extensively by biologist. Tracking wolves has brought me great adventures and lifelong
friendships.

In the picture on the left I placed a tape measure to show the size of the front track print of a
wolf. Can you find the hind print? In the picture on the right I used the taper measure again
this time to measure the step. Can you identify the rights from left? How about the front from
the hind tracks? What gait is the animal moving in? What does that tell you about what is
happening?

In the picture below you can see several tracks from wolves. You can also see several tracks
from ravens? What are the relationship between wolves and ravens?

Deer
White-tailed Deer are common throughout much of North America. Not only are deer tasty to
eat, but beautiful to watch and fun to track. I hope I never look at a deer track and say, ”It’s just
a deer track.” I know that some people might be offended by the ‘tasty to eat’ comment that I
made however deer is probably one of the most popular game animal hunted in the United
States and sales from licensing and permits bring in a lot of revenue to state conservation
agencies. In area were hunting is overly regulated or not as popular deer have developed a
wasting disease. Lack of natural predators and diminished hunting and food needs from two
legged creatures have contributed to the spread of wasting disease.
Entire books have been written about deer hunting, identifying their track and sign. The Whitetail is one the primary animals I started out learning to track. Their hooves leave a distinct mark
to find and to learn to follow. They are tall long legged narrow bodied animals. Their long legs
give them the ability to turn, jump, and run fast. Their coloration gives them the ability to
disappear in the forest. When startling one of these animal they will bound away with their
bright white tails up then after a few bounds, they drop the tail and we lose sight of them
quickly. The hairs of the deer are hollow giving them the ability to swim, which is kinda weird
when you see it. At one of the lakes I track around, there is a small island, on one particular day
I spotted three deer making the two hundred yard swim out to the island. Absolutely amazing
to see what was really cool was the stunned look on the fisherman’s face after he watched
them swim past his boat. I waved at him and smiled. He was a shocked as I was.

In the picture above you can see the white-tailed deer’s tracks. It has a distinct heart shape with
two halves of the track. The flat bottom of the track and sharp edges makes this a good animal
to start to learn how to trail. In the first picture below you can see both the front and hind
track. The second picture shows the animals track left behind in soft, muddy substrate. Notice
how the two section splay out to provide greater stability and the depth of the track allowed
the dew claws to be seen.

Right from Left?
I have already mentioned that the front feet are larger than the find feet because of the extra
weight of the shoulders neck and head. To tell right from left I look at two things. First is the
pattern, using popsicle sticks to mark the heels of the tracks the pattern becomes easier to see
and identify left and rights. The second thing I look at is the detail of each track. Careful
observation and measurements can tell you which part of the hoof is longer. In deer the
outside section is always longer than the inside. It may be only a 1/16 or an 1/8 of an inch but
the outside of the track will be slightly longer and that will give you your left or right side track.

Feral Hog
There are an estimated 2 million feral hogs in the state of Texas alone. Texas reports over 5
million dollars of damage caused by feral hogs annually and they are moving north. Oklahoma,
Arkansas and now southern Missouri are reporting hogs. Feral Hogs were first introduced to the
North American continent hundreds of years ago by early European explorers all along the cost
as a food source. Recently exotic game ranches have imported Russian Boar. Now it’s just a
mess.
Feral hog tracks differ from deer tracks as they will appear thicker and the front edges are more
rounded. Hogs are short legged wide bodied animals. They are diagonal walkers that will often
trot when traveling. Common sign for hogs is the damage they do to the ground when feeding.
Depending upon numbers will make an area look like to was hit by a rototiller. They’ll consume
just about anything they can get.

The two picture below show a typical feral hog track.

The Collared Peccary or Javelina is much smaller than the feral hog and the tracks are smaller as
well and can be confused with feral hog piglets. The Javelinas are native to Texas. Use caution
around feral hogs and javelinas they can be quite dangerous.

Picture Collared Peccary track. Camp Swift, Texas
Mule deer, pronghorn, elk, and moose are all similar to white-tailed deer tracks. Size as well as
shape can help you determine the species. As with everything in tracking pay close attention to
details. Other hoofed animals you might encounter include bison, domestic cattle and horses.
Raccoon
Raccoons are famous for getting into everything. If you grew up on a farm you know what I
mean. You have to secure everything if not they’ll unlock lids and containers and climb over or
under and sometimes scare you early in the morning before your fully awake and out doing
chores. These masked bandits with the jail striped tails have amazing dexterity in their hands
and are smart curious animals. I’ve heard all kinds of funny stories about these guys. Many

people think they wash their food. I’ve even seen video of raccoon stealing dog food and
dunking it into the dog’s water bowl before eating it. I talked with a biologist about this. Her
answer was simple. Raccoons while they do eat berries and are omnivores, primarily dine on
small fish and grayfish, so it’s a behavior that is habitual to eat what comes out of the water. In
the example of the dog’s food, it was dunking into the water from habitat not to wash it.
Raccoons are short wide bodied animals. Because of this their diagonal walk creates a pattern
of the front (left) and the opposite hind foot (right) will be across from each other. Some
trackers will call this pattern a pace. Depending on the speed the animal is moving at you can
see different lopes, jumps (bounds), and even a gallop.
In the first picture below you will see the front foot (left) and the hind foot (right). Notice how
hand like the front foot track is. In the second picture you can see the common pattern left
behind as this raccoon moved quickly through the open lake shoreline.

Bear
Bear are one of those animals I can’t get enough of tracking. I’ve heard that bears are coming
back into east Texas slowly from Louisiana, and are again in southern Missouri coming up from
Arkansas, but haven’t been able to spend the time I need to woods in those areas to confirm
this for myself. When I go tracking up north and in the mountains I am always on the lookout
for bears. I have yet to get that picture of a perfect front and hind foot. I have found all kinds of
sign though; climb trees, scratch trees, scat, deer kill site, torn apart stumps, but that really nice

tracks and getting a track casting eludes me. Some of my Tracker friends poke fun of me
especially those that live in bear country. I was talking on the phone with a friend in Montana
when he was relaxing on his back porch when he said, “Hang on Dwight. There’s a bear walking
through my backyard.” All I could think about was how cool that would be.
Caution: Tracking bears can put you in danger; tracking bear by yourself is something I wouldn’t
recommend. You are in their house so take caution. Know how to keep a bear-proof camp and
know what to do when you encounter a bear. Bear spray can be a good thing. Talk to the local
Game Warden or Park Ranger to get information on bear activity in the area. They are a great
source of information. Do your research. Knowledge is power. Use caution and stay safe in bear
country. Yogi Bear may be a funny cartoon, but wild bears shouldn’t be messed with.
Black bear tracks are what I have pictured of below. These bears are short legged wide bodied
animals. There overall track pattern can look very similar to that of a raccoon, or can be more of
a diagonal walk pattern depending upon the speed the animal is moving at. In the first below
the front foot only the heel of the front foot is visible. The hind foot toes and heel pad are on
top of the front foot. In the second picture you can see the toes were the dig into the soil as the
bear was moving. You can also see where the heel pad flattens out the vehicle tracks. I was glad
that Yogi wrote “Bear” next to his track or I may have missed it. Can you see the other partial
track?

In the this next picture you can see both the hind and front foot tracks of a black bear. Notice
how much aging has taken place on these tracks. They are old tracks even the pronghorn tracks
that cross them are fresher but still not recently made.

Cottontail
The Eastern Cottontail can be found just about everywhere. I grew hunting and eating rabbits.
In the summer time they fed off the tasty vegetables from our garden. Then during season we
fed on them, cycle of life. Cottontails are prey animals for coyotes and bobcats. The speed and
distance they can cover gives them a good chance at surviving encounters with predators.
Some Trackers refer to the Cottontails pattern as “angled jump” or even as a gallop. Cottontails
can diagonal walk when moving slowly and really elongates there movement as speed increase.
The hind feet move outside and past the front feet. The front feet will strike the ground one
first and then the other. This creates an angle with the front feet. The front feet Front toes
form an upside down “J”. The hind feet are larger with the inner and outer digits opposite of
each other.

In the picture above you can see both hind feet at the left of the picture above and below each
other. Then the right front foot can be seen in the center of picture, followed by the left front
foot at the right side of the picture. This is the common angled jump of the cottontail. The
picture below bounding pattern made as the Cottontail moved down this dirt road in Idaho. The
drawing in the dirt shows the group and the intergroup for measurements. It really nice and
appreciated when a Cottontail takes the time to diagram his gait so us Trackers can learn.

Opossum
The Opossum is one of the oldest mammals its young is born live and quickly moves into the
pouch to be raised and cared for by the mother. As the young get older you can see them riding
around clinging to the mother. They are a common site even in the city where in the evening
you can watch them craw along utility wires. Opossums will play dead just a little information if
you’ve never seen it. The gripping ability of the Opossums feet and tail allow it the climb, use
braches and even utility wires.
The front foot has five splayed toes. The hind foot had four toes and a thumb. In the pictute
below you can see the front foot and the hind foot. Note the thumb on the hind foot. Are the
tracks picture left or right side?

Squirrels
Here are some really nice fox squirrel tracks in the picture I took at the Ft Worth Nature Center.
It show good detail of the front and hind tracks including some nail marks. Squirrels are what
some Trackers call “paired jumpers” because in their normal gait the hind feet show up in front
and outside of the front feet. The front feet are usually beside each other (paired). In
cottontails the front feet are usually at a diagonal angle followed by the hind feet to the outside
and front.
Squirrels will create trails through trees that they will commonly follow. They will also dig up
nuts and seeds. In north Texas we have both Grey Squirrels and Fox Squirrels. They are
commonly miss identified by people. The Fox Squirrel tends to be bigger and will push Grey
Squirrels out of an area if the numbers get too high. Look at the tails and under belly’s for
clarity.

Skunk
In my area of Texas I have mostly tracked Striped Skunks. They are beautiful animals but have a
reputation of being smelly. Finding clear prints have been rare for me, most of the time I find
their sign, digs and some scat. I wanted to include the picture below and talk about
compression shapes and track patterns. I was with Paul Rezendes when I stopped him and
asked him a question. I said, “What about these Paul?” as I pointed to the ground. He asked me
what I was seeing. I said to him,” I See this round compression that repeat down the road a
ways, but they are just shapes. I can’t tell if they are tracks are not, or am I just seeing thing or
am I crazy?” He laughed and grabbed some popsicle sticks and handed them out. The road was
very muddy from the melting snow. He said. “Let’s take a look. Place the popsicle stick were
you see a compression.” Once this was done we were able to see a pattern develop. Then he
had me and several other students take measurements. Paul went on to say, “ Looking at the
pattern, the size of the compression and measurements we took, you should be able to narrow
down your choices and figure out what animal could have left these tracks.” It turned out to be
a striped skunk. The picture below is a striped skunk in a transverse gallop (or 4 bound) crossing
a dirt road.

Armadillo
Armadillos are interesting creatures. In Texas they are referred to as “speed bumps” mainly
because so many are hit by cars and turned into road kill. I was talking with a Park Ranger that
told me most of the Armadillos are killed on the road because people try an miss them by
driving over the top of them. However Armadillos when scarred will jump. So when they jump
they hit the underside of the car. The speed of the car and the impact from the jump kills them.
I was surprised to see how many of them have made it up into southern Missouri. The crossed
the Red River years ago when the water was low and keep moving north with the mild winters
and an ability to adapt and survive. I’d had never tracked one until I moved to Texas. They are
unusual. The front feet have four toes; most of the time the outer toes never show and you
only see two toes. The hind feet have five toes with the outer toes very rarely showing up. This
makes the tracks appear as two and three toes during there walk.

Other Tracks
In this section I want to share a few pictures of tracks that belong to reptiles, amphibians, birds,
and insects. If it touches the ground, its leaving a track and it’s up to us to figure out the who,
what, when, where, why and how. That’s what I enjoy about tracking. There are always young
Trackers that are driven and the figure out all kinds of interesting track and sign.
In this first picture is an example of the trail if a box turtle. In the second picture you can see
the hind prints of a bull frog. Bull frogs can become quite large.

I watched a small woodhouse toad leave these tracks behind in dry sand, Track details
disappear in dry sand add a little moisture and you can get some very detailed tracks. Notice
how pitched out the hind tracks. The next picture shows the trail of a snake that was crossing
the road. Different species fo snakes can leave very similar trails or very different trails.

BIRDS
Mark Elbroch published an excellent book on bird tracks and sign. He included nest, features,
pellets and even poop. It’s an incredible book. When studying and learning about birds your
local birdwatchers can be a great resource however keep in mind that most may not be familiar
with the concept of identifying bird tracks or the concept of bird language (aerial sign)They can
assist you with identifying species, calls, and nest. The key to identifying bird tracks is location,
size and foot morphology, and gait.
In the picture below we see the tracks of a barn swallow. These are interesting bids that help
keep the insect population in check and build their nest on barn walls out of mud. They spend
very little time on the ground.

The next picture has two different sets of bird tracks the older set bof tracks at the top of the
picture was made by a common shore bird the Killdeer. The sandpiper (not pictured)is another
very common shore bird. The lower sets of tracks are much fresher and show the detail of a
crow walking. In areas of sand or even snow it’s common to see landings and takeoff as well as
tail drags and wing markings.

The above picture was taken in Missouri when my Dad and I were out hiking and tracking
around Stockton Lake. We came across these tracks of a Great Blue Heron walking towards the
water while following a pair of coyotes (not pictured). In the lower half of the picture you can
identify the track pattern of a raccoon. If you look at the water line you will be able to see the
raccoon tracks washed out by water. Also in the picture which is hard to see are killdeer tracks
along the shore.
In the picture below you can see the walking track pattern of the wild turkey. These birds will
roost together in trees at night. To be honest the first time I saw a 20 pound gobbler in a tree a
sleep is kind of strange.

Insect
Using a tape measure, ruler, or something to reference the size of the track or sign in the
picture. This insect is an ant lion. It’s actually a trap made bu the insect which hides at the
bottom.

The photo above show the pushed up soil trail from a Mole Cricket. The photo below was taken
in east Texas. The trails you see were created by Leaf-Cutter Ants. Talk about hard workers.

Insect tracks can be a real mystery. I found these tracks, but not
the track maker.
Human
Human leave tracks and sign everywhere some tracks are partial, some clear prints and some
compressions. Its important when dealing with human tracks to consider the location, direction
of travel, age of the track, type of footwear, but also the pattern of tracks left behind. First
picture is a lone boot print in mud. Second picture is a compression in vegetation. The third
picture is of several boot tracks in mud along a fence line.

Scat
Not all poops are created equal. Listen up and I’ll give you the poop about scat. Ok enough
joking around. Scat can provide you with a wealth of information. It can help you identify the
animals in the area, as well as what those animals are eating and their general health as well as
territories. Herbivores, Carnivores and Omnivores all have different scat. Diet and the animal’s
digestive system will create different scat and help you to identify who it belongs to.
When identifying scat you want to take into account the location, the shape of the scat, the
overall length, the overall width and finally the contents of the scat. All this information will
help you in identifying the individual that made the scat and left it behind. Paul Rezendes told
me to think about latrines (areas with multiple scats), sent post (mounds of debris with urine
and or scat), scat, and urine spots as communication areas. It marks territory in some cases, but
either way it is letting people know who was here.
Your animals that are herbivores tend to have scat that is in pellet form. These animals will tend
to eliminate after eating, many will also eliminate before bedding down. Placement of this scat
isn’t as significant in marking territory as with the carnivores.

In this first photo I used a dime as a size reference to show the pellets of a wood rat found in
west Texas. The second photo shows the fresh scat of a cottontail rabbit. The older scat tends
to be lighter in color, drier, and harder to the touch as well as less smell. Be careful when
smelling or handling scats. I don’t recommend it unless you know how to do it safely. Rats and
mice scat can contain the hanta virus and all forms of bacteria.

This last photo is fresh white-tailed deer scat.

Carnivores are very territorial when it comes to scat. Coyotes love to place scat at the
intersections of trails and at high spots. Wolves will do the same thing but remember wolves
even have an eating order based on dominance. This affects their scat from diarrhea to mostly
hair and bones. Wolf scat can be found around killsites, on roads and trails. Wolf scat is over an
inch in diameter. Coyote scat is under an inch in diameter. This wolf scat was found along a
road in Idaho.

Coyote scat can contain bone fragments, hair, and well as seeds and even grasshoppers
depending on the season.

The second picture is coyote scat that I found in Palo Duro Canyon, Texas. Note how purple in
color the scat is with seeds. Eating fruit during the heat can help with staying hydrated. One
trail close to my home in Texas allows access to mountain bikes. However there is one coyote
that doesn’t really like the mountain bikers. During the rains the trail was closed down for a few
days. When I went back to the trail I noticed that this coyote had been eating the purple fruit
from prickly pear cactus and had left three large scat piles just around the corner. Sure enough
a mountain biker ran into his scat trap. I started calling this coyote,”the prolific pooper”.
A quick note domestic dog scat is varied in size but the content will not contain bone fragments,
or much hair, and can range in color from an burnt orange to whatever the can or dry food
creates in the scat.
Cat scat will be cylindrical but segmented. Bobcat scat when aged will turn light gray to white.
Under an inch in diameter is typically considered bobcat. Mountain Lion scat is over an inch in

diameter. Location is also important. Cats love high spots and will scat there were others can
scent it. Sometimes it will be covered or at least the attempt to cover will be made.

Note the white color and segmentation.

This scat was collected in southeastern Missouri documented before I turned it over to Missouri
Conservation for DNA to confirm it was a mountain lion in Missouri.
Does a bear poop in the woods? Well yeah of course it does and here’s the picture to prove it.
Bear scat can vary depending on season and diet. A bear’s diet can include anything from fruit,
nuts, to fish or even meat. Fresh bear scat and flies may indicate you are close to a killsite use
extreme caution and actually play it smart give bears a wide berth and plenty of space. I
learned a lot from a good friend of mine in Montana. I went to visit him one summer and he
took me tracking bears. He asked me what two types of bears are in North America. I had read
all the bear aware books so I responded with Black Bear and Grizzly Bears. He said, well yeah
those are the two species of bears, but you have two types of bears, Park bears, and Wild

bears. Park bears are habituated to the presence of humans which makes the dangerous and
somewhat unpredictable. An encounter with a wild bear will usually result in the bear fleeing
away or worse case a bluff charge. Never get between a mother bear and her cubs or you’re in
a bad place. Reading bear behavior is important as well keeping a clean and bear proof camp.
Don’t take changes in bear country, but don’t fear bear country either, just be smart. Educate
yourself, go with someone that is experienced in hiking, hunting or camping in bear country.
Talk to the local Game Wardens and park Rangers they are a great resource.

Raccoons are incredible omnivores and are well adapted to surviving in any environment. I
enjoy watching raccoons. I remember camping several years ago in Broken Bow Oklahoma. I
think park has more masked bandits than any other park I’ve been in, and they are excellent
thieves. I was getting ready for bed that night and made sure my old style ice chest with the
latch lock was in the back of my truck and everything was put up. A few hours later I was woke
up with a noise inside my camp. I grabbed my flashlight and sure enough I spotted this big old
raccoon with my unopened bag of chips. The raccoon stopped looked at me just standing there
with my chips in hand. Then bam that rascal popped that bag open and started eating them
chips. I died laughing wasn’t I could do about it now. In the morning I was able to track were
the raccoon climbed into the bed of my truck, undid the latch or the cooler and get my chips
out. It was a learning experience. Next time everything goes into the cab of the truck. I’m just
glad I didn’t leave my keys out or he probably would have taken the truck out cruising. Raccoon
will leave scat along routes they travel so to scat along a downed tree is common. The contents
will be anything that is in season, fish, grayfish, fruit, nuts, maybe even potato chips!

Trails
Trails connect wildlife to areas of importance like food, water, and shelter. Trails can be used by
one specific species or by several species. I like to explain it this way. Think of our house you to
from the living to the kitchen for food, maybe get something cold to drink from the fridge and
walk back to the living room. After a while you go to the restroom then back to the living room.
Repeat until tried then go to bed. What would you consider your primary trail? What would you
consider a secondary trail?
Another example would be to think of our road systems. We have interstate highways
connecting cities and towns, business roads, residential streets connect to subdivision and
houses, and driveways that connect to your house. Now combine the road system and
knowledge of your house to understand the big picture of trails in nature. Human trails, such as
roads, hiking trails, and paths are commonly used by wildlife.
Tom Brown told us all wildlife follows the rule of energy conservation. For example let’s take
the coyote, in the wild the coyote roams its territory looking for food, avoiding larger predators
with no guarantees of finding food the coyote moves efficiently following the most efficient
route. Conserving energy is vital to staying alive. This can be seen when tracking a coyote down
a dirt road or trail. When the coyote comes to a corner it will flow to the inside of the corner
making his line of travel as straight as possible. I use this information when tracking all the time
even with humans.

This little trail is very specific to voles. Voles create tunnels under and through the grass. This
none is exposed and disappears into the opening of the tunnel. In the next picture we see the
trail of broken ground made by an Eastern Mole.

In the next photo you will see the trail left behind from a snake. Different snakes will leave
different track and trail patterns. Ants will also create trails when they extend their range out
to gather more resources.

The most common trails most people are probably familiar with are man-made trails used for
hiking. Wildlife will use these well maintained trails also. It’s all about finding the easiest way to
get from point A to point B. Predators love running these trails.

Most wildlife trails will intersect at different points or join together or even cross human trails.
When noticing trails look at the width of the trail or opening and the height as well as overall
shape. This can help you figure out what animals may be using the trail. Also look for other sign
like scratching, feeding, and scat. The following pictures I classify as large, medium, and small in
size. Some trails will extend out for miles in length, some disappear very quickly.

Other trails can be freshly made like this grizzle bear trail found in the Targee Wilderness Area,
ID, or the can be trails that have been used for hundreds of years like this elk trail in the last
photo.

Sign
Sign is any evidence left behind by a subject that allows the Tracker to identify, interpret, follow
and locate them. Tracks, trails, scat, rubs, scratches, beds, digs, bones, the list of sign is huge.
Careful study of your subject will help you to understand what type of sign you will likely
encounter. Finding really cool and unusual sign is always exciting. Be careful when approaching
areas with fresh scat, or kill sites especially those of wolves, bears, and cougars.

This was one of those unique sign I was talking about. This was found in the Red Desert, in
Colorado. This is a where a wild horse rolled in the dirt. A lot of animals and birds will have area
for dust baths. Seeing horse tracks without shoes in the print was different. It was even better
we were able to actually see these wild horses. The dust roll was located close to a natural
water source.
The next picture shows the impression of a wolf sitting in over watch of a valley meadow. This
was found by one of my team members during a wolf tracking trip to Idaho. We could hear the
ravens call as they moved out of the valley following the wolves. This sign was fresh, so fresh
you could still feel the energy of the wolf’s presence. The connection for me was an incredible
experience.

Beavers are very usual animals building lodges and dams in creeks flooding an area and creating
their own habitat. Beaver chews will mark an area were beaver are living. I’ve seen beaver try
to take down huge old trees. Not sure why unless it just needing to chew to keep their teeth in
check. Smaller trees and branches are more common for feeding.

This next picture is what I call a “haul out”. A beaver will dive to the pond floor and scoop out a
bunch of mud with leaves and sticks. The beaver will deposit scent and used this as part of their
territorial marking.

This was a nice find on an early morning tracking class. This rock was at the corner of a trail
which is a nice spot for scent markings. I could tell from the discoloration that it was fresh.
Smelling it was the skunky urine smell of a red fox. Red fox tracks and scat were also found in
the area. The students that day got to smell Red Fox urine for the first time for most of them.
Most of the time you’ll be able to smell fox, coyote or bobcat urine around old stumps, and
debris mounds and scratches from coyote hind feet.

These are always cool finds. Turtle shells, bones and skulls are always fascinating finds in the
woods. This is a skull of a raccoon. Other bones in the area will hopefully help tell the final story
of the animal. Warning: Most states have laws against collecting skulls, feathers, and even
roadkill. Some things are covered by federal laws like Eagle feathers and other rapture feathers.
You need special permits. Interesting note: Don’t send scat or urine through the mail system.
Don’t ask, just trust me.
Next let’s cover some deer sign. It actually pretty common to antlers in the wild, deer will shed
them every year and grow new antlers back. That’s when you’ll find scraping along small tree.
These can be found along trails and common areas.

Holes in the ground always intrigued me as a kid, but you learn quickly NOT to stick your hands
in places you can’t see. Look at the size and overall shape of the hole. Several different species
could use the same hole, some with modifications. Always look for an escape hole, especially
with predator animals. Sometime enjoy doing if you have an active hole is to put a game
camera on it, same with trails.

The pictures above show an Armadillo burrow. Burrows are real common under roots of
deadfall. And especially on banks around creeks and other uneven ground that makes for good
digging. Armadillo digging is usual more triangular shaped. This dig was found in the same area
as the burrow. Not sure what the animal was going after. Most digs are shallow going after grub
worms and deeper for eggs. Tracks can be found in fresh soft dirt from a dig.

These holes belong to the ground hog. Its real common in Missouri to find ground hog holes
along ponds and other water ways. Look at the shape, size and location, also gather as much
other sign that is in the area to help determine who the holes belong to.

This last picture is a nice coyote den I came across in Missouri. Notice the multiple entrances
and exits. The location was in a tree line between two fields. Real common in that part of the
country to find coyotes that close to agriculture fields and cattle even.

This was a really unique find. I’ve seen this a few times. Just like human get sick, well coyotes
will get sick also. This vomit was probably caused by something the coyote eat that didn’t agree
with him.

Nest are typically thought of as belonging to birds, however wood rats, squirrels and other
animals will build nest. The cottontail rabbit in Texas spends most of its time resting in a form,
kind of a grass nest. The first picture is of a wood rats nest found in west Texas. The second
picture was also taken in west Texas. What would build a nest in a tree that only has a small
hole to get in and out and is completely covered? Last I found this little nest here in north
central Texas. Who lives here? I enjoy tracking and nature. I enjoy a good mystery.

I love bears. They have always fascinated me. In this next picture are scratches in a tree from a
black bear in the New England states. This was found by Paul Rezendes when I was tracking
with him. I wish my pictures would have turned out from later in this day when we tracked a cat
to an apple tree grove. Up high in the tree was what Paul called a “bear bed” He went on to tell
us how bears would climb fruit trees and Chesnutt trees and sit up there grabbing branches and
bringing them in and feeding until the bear was literally drunk and pass out in the nest of
broken branches where they would sleep it off. That would be an awesome sight.

Paul Rezendes also talked to us about what he called a “straddle tree”. This is where a bear
would walk over a small sapling straddling it while they urinated or defecated on the sapling.
This would mark part of the bear’s territory. He also talked to us about “whammy trees”, for
whatever reason a bear would stand up and with its front paws strikes a sapling breaking the
top but leaving the rest. This is typically down next to a trail. In the next photo is a whammy
tree found just off a bear train in the Targee.

This next photo was also taken in the Targee but can be found all around bear country. This was
found by my tracker friend Cordell. He called it a “climb tree’ as he explained it to me this is the
right size of tree for a momma bear to teach her young cubs to climb. Real common in Aspen
trees throughout the west.

Killsite are a source of information about what is available and the predators working the area.
The next three examples I’m going to show you are dramatic and hard for some people to look
at. You have to understand life in nature is about survival. Everything eats, dies and goes back
to the earth. It’s a natural cycle, producers, consumers, and decomposers.
This first picture was taken a wolf tracking in Idaho. This wolf pack took down this large elk in
the water. The created a trail to where they feed the puppies. A wolf can eat up to 20 pounds
of meat in one setting. Each pack will specialize in a method of hunting and taking down elk.
Some will slow the elf in water or tall grass, some prefer and fast chase. All packs are different.

This next photo was taken on the hog back in Colorado. My good friend Nate Kempton found
this killsite. It’s a deer fawn. The evidence around it showed it was killed by a bobcat, when we
got there we had spooked a gray fox off of the area.

This next photo is the remains of a cottontail I found under a hedge apple tree in Missouri. I
know this was a bird of prey, but I’ll be honest I’m not sure if it was done by an owl or hawk. I
didn’t find any owl pellets underneath there, but I’m still working on the mystery. That’s why I
take pictures, draw and take notes. I’m always learning.

Blood left behind on a handrail at the Wetlands Nature center from a bobcat making a kill, or
features left behind. Everything has a story to tell. Remember sign is any evidence left behind.
Think about food, shelter, water, trails, scat any piece of the puzzle that tells you a story.

What could this be? Found down by a creek in east Texas.

